The summer 1997 eruption at Pillan Patera on Io: Implications for ultrabasic lava flow emplacement
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Abstract. Galileo data and numerical modeling were used to investigate the summer 1997 eruption at Pillan Patera on Io. This event, now defined as “Pillanian” eruption style [Kesztelyi et al., this issue], included a high-temperature (>1600°C), possibly ultrabasic, 140-km-high plume eruption that deposited dark, orthopyroxene-rich pyroclastic material over >125,000 km2, followed by emplacement of dark flow-like material over >3100 km2 to the north of the caldera. We estimate that the high-temperature, energetic episode of this eruption had a duration of 52–167 days between May and September 1997, with peak eruption temperatures around June 28, 1997. Galileo 20 m pixel-1 images of part of the Pillan flow field show a widespread, rough, pitted surface that is unlike any flow surface we have seen before. We suggest that this surface may have resulted from (1) a fractured lava crust formed during rapid, low-viscosity lava surging, perhaps including turbulent flow emplacement; (2) disruption of the lava flow by explosive interaction with a volatile-rich substrate; or (3) a combination of 1 and 2 with or without accumulation of pyroclastic materials on the surface. Well-developed flow lobes are observed, suggesting that this is a relatively distal part of the flow field. Shadow measurements at flow margins indicate a thickness of ~8–10 m. We have modeled the emplacement of putative ultrabasic flows from the summer 1997 Pillan eruption using constraints from new Galileo data. Results suggest that either laminar sheet flows or turbulent channelized flows could have traveled 50–150 km on a flat, unobstructed surface, which is consistent with the estimated length of the Pillan flow field (~60 km). Our modeling suggests low thermal erosion rates (<0.1 m d-1), and that the formation of deep (>20 m) erosion channels was unlikely, especially distal to the source. We calculate a volumetric flow rate of ~2.7 x 1011 m3 s-1, which is greater than those for typical Mauna Loa/Kilauea flows but comparable to those for the (1783) Laki eruption and the inferred flow rates of the Roza flows in the Columbia River flood basalts. The differences in ultrabasic eruption styles on Earth and Io appear to be controlled by different eruption environments: Plumes at sites of ultrabasic eruptions on Io suggest strong magma-volatile interactions on a low-gravity body lacking an atmosphere, whereas the geology at sites of komatiite eruptions on Earth suggest mostly submarine emplacement of thick flows with a pronounced lack of subaerial explosive activity.

1. Introduction

In late June 1997 the Galileo spacecraft’s solid-state imaging (SSI) system observed a 140-km-high plume eruption over the Ioan volcano Pillan Patera during orbit C9 (Table 1) [McEwen et al., 1998a]. Analysis of SSI and Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) data suggested that the materials emplaced during this event had minimum eruption temperatures >1870 K (>1600°C [see Davies et al., this issue]), much hotter than the hottest terrestrial basaltic eruptions. Two and a half months later during orbit C10, Galileo observations showed a new, Arizona-sized diffuse dark deposit around Pillan [McEwen et al., 1998a], and Galileo spectral data suggested that this material included orthopyroxene [McEwen et al., 1998b; Geissler et al., 1999]. McEwen et al. [1998b] concluded that the C9 event was consistent with eruption of high-temperature, magnesium-rich ultrabasic silicates. Thus this eruption provided the first evidence for active ultramafic eruptions in the solar system since komatiites were emplaced on Earth [e.g., Green, 1975; Arndt and Nisbet, 1982]. Using the limited Galileo temperature and spectroscopic data, Williams et al. [2000a] identified a possible terrestrial analog composition to the putative Ioan ultrabasic materials, and they used numerical modeling to assess a possible emplacement style of ultrabasic lavas on Io. Since these studies, high-resolution (20 m pixel-1) Galileo images were obtained of the 1997 Pillan deposits during orbit I24 (October 1999). These images can be used to further understand the morphology and emplacement style of the Pillan deposits.

In this paper we use the new Galileo images and analyses of other data to study the emplacement of ultrabasic materials at Pillan Patera. First, we review the volcanic history of Pillan and the nature of the 1997 eruption from previous and new Galileo data. Second, we discuss our observations and interpretations of the high-resolution images of the Pillan materials obtained during orbit I24. Third, we discuss new information from these analyses that can better constrain lava emplacement of the putative Pillan flows, and we present new numerical modeling results. Finally, we discuss our insights on the 1997 Pillan eruption and its products from studies of terrestrial komatiites.
Table 1. Galileo Orbits Around Jupiter*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Orbit</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>J0</td>
<td>Dec. 7, 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>June 29, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>Sept. 6, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Nov. 6, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>E4</td>
<td>Dec. 18, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>E6</td>
<td>Feb. 20, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>G7</td>
<td>April 3, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>G8</td>
<td>May 7, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>C9</td>
<td>June 27, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Sept. 18, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov. 7, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E12</td>
<td>Dec. 16, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E14</td>
<td>March 29, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E15</td>
<td>May 31, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E16</td>
<td>July 21, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E17</td>
<td>Sept. 26, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E18</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E19</td>
<td>Feb. 1, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>May 5, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>C21</td>
<td>June 30, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>C22</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>C24</td>
<td>Oct. 11, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>I25</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>E26</td>
<td>Jan. 4, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>I27</td>
<td>Feb. 22, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>G28</td>
<td>May 20, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>G29</td>
<td>Dec. 28, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>C30</td>
<td>May 25, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>I31</td>
<td>Aug. 6, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>I32</td>
<td>Oct. 16, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>I33</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>A34</td>
<td>Nov. 5, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>J35*</td>
<td>Sept. 21, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Orbit letter designates primary remote sensing target: J, Jupiter; I, Io; E, Europa; G, Ganymede; C, Callisto; A, Amalthea. No remote sensing was performed on orbits E5, E13, and C23. NOM, Galileo Nominal Mission; GEM, Galileo Europa mission; GMM, Galileo millennium mission.

**Galileo impact into Jupiter.

2. Volcanism at Pillan Patera

The volcanic history of Pillan Patera through the Galileo nominal mission (see Table 1) is given by McEwen et al. [1998a]. A description of surface changes at Pillan through the Galileo Europa mission (GEM) is given by Phillips [2000]. The evolution of thermal emission from Pillan as seen by the Galileo Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) is described by Davies et al. [this issue]. During the Voyager era, Pillan Patera (Figure 1) appeared to be a simple caldera with no dark features indicative of silicate eruption products [McEwen, 1988], and Pillan appeared unchanged between Voyager 2 and Galileo’s first orbit (G1, see Table 1) [McEwen et al., 1998a], although SSI detected a hot spot at nearby Reiden Patera during orbit G1. NIMS detected the first hot spot at Pillan during orbits G2-E4 [Lopes-Gautier et al., 1997], and SSI images showed a dark caldera floor in G2 images. The floor had brightened by orbit C3, but this may have been due to fallout from nearby Pele [McEwen et al., 1998a].

Some dark flows are apparent at Pillan in G7 images (April 3, 1997), but there is no evidence of a hot spot (Figures 1 and 2). NIMS observed Pillan during orbit G8 (May 7, 1997), and it recorded evidence of a high-temperature eruption underway. A two-temperature-area model [Davies et al., 1997] fitted to the NIMS data (which cover wavelengths from 0.7 to 5.2 μm) has been used as a metric to understand how the eruption evolved from May 1997 through May 1999. For the G8 data (May 17, 1997), the two-temperature model fit to NIMS spectra yields a high temperature of 1509 ± 78 K (1236 ± 109°C) with an area of 0.20 ± 0.06 km² and a low temperature of 857 ± 18 K (584 ± 18°C) with an area of 31 ± 3 km² [Davies et al., this issue]. As lava (once erupted) cools rapidly from liquidus or near-liquidus temperatures, the identification of such a high-temperature component indicates that an eruption was in progress where large enough areas at silicate liquidus temperatures were exposed so as to enable detection from a distance of over 950,000 km. The two-temperature fit also sets a lower limit on magma liquidus temperature, in this case, over 1500 K (≥1230°C). This temperature is consistent with high-Mg mafic silicates.

Both SSI and NIMS observed Pillan during orbit C9 (June 28, 1997), in which SSI observed a 140-km-high plume at Pillan [McEwen et al., 1998a]. Applying the two-temperature model to NIMS data revealed a high-temperature of 904 to 987 K (631-714°C) covering 17 to 27 km² and a low-temperature of 381 to 497 K (108-224°C) covering 519 to 2054 km² [Davies et al., this issue]. However, the intensity measured by SSI at shorter wavelengths than NIMS indicated that some part of the erupted material was at temperatures in the range 1500-2600 K (~1230-2330°C). This result was the first indication of possible ultramafic temperatures on Io [McEwen et al., 1998b]. These hot areas detected by SSI were so small that NIMS was not sensitive to them. Subsequent fitting of the combined SSI-NIMS C9 data set revealed that the minimum temperature (T) at Pillan was 1870 K (~1600°C) [Davies et al., this issue]. The presence of the large plume, along with the identification of areas at high temperatures, suggests that the style of volcanism is vigorous, such as lava fountaining, or turbulent flows, which continually expose new incandescent material [Davies et al., this issue]. The high-T component most likely relates to these areas of newly exposed lava, and the cooler component represents the cooled crust that rapidly forms on exposed lava [Crisp and Baloga, 1994; Davies et al., 1997]. From NIMS data the total thermal emission from Pillan reached a peak during C9. Pillan was emitting 3.5 x 10¹² W, or more than 40 times that emitted by Prometheus [Davies et al., this issue], a constantly active Ionian volcano. Compared to terrestrial volcanoes, the thermal output per unit area at Pillan during C9 (~2 kW m⁻² [Davies et al., this issue]) is comparable to that emitted from open channel flows at Etna and Krafla [Harris et al., 1997, 2000].

Both SSI and NIMS again observed Pillan during orbit C10 (September 18, 1997). SSI imaged the 400-km-diameter dark diffuse deposit (Figures 1 and 2) around Pillan [McEwen et al., 1998a], which contains a region of very dark materials at its center. The dark diffuse material was interpreted to be silicate pyroclastics, whereas the very dark material was interpreted to be lava flows [McEwen et al., 1998a]. These very dark materials are estimated to be at least 60 km long and up to 60 km wide (Plate 1), with an areal extent of 3100 km². NIMS two-temperature-area modeling indicated a C10 hot spot with a high temperature of 1321 ± 15 K (1048 ± 15°C), with an area of 1,19 ± 0.18 km² and a low temperature of 470 ± 2 K (197 ± 2°C), with an area of 335 ± 17 km² [Davies et al., this issue]. The relatively large area at 1321 K suggests that part of the volcano was still very active. By C10 the NIMS-derived total thermal emission had decreased from the C9 peak by a factor of 3 to 1 x 10¹² W, still greater than that seen at many other hot spots on Io [Davies et al., this issue]. An additional SSI eclipse observation from C10 showed two hot spots at Pillan, and McEwen et al. [1998a] suggested that they might correspond with the vent and toe of a 75-km-long dark flow-like feature within the dark diffuse deposit northeast of Pillan.

SSI made two eclipse observations of the Pillan region during orbit E11 (November 7, 1997), and analysis suggests that
Figure 1. Galileo images of the Pele-Pillan region, taken during orbits (a) G7 (April 1997) and (b) C10 (September 1997). The large dark spot in Figure 1b is \( \sim400 \) km in diameter and may consist of ultramafic pyroclastics and lava flows from the very high temperature 1997 eruption at Pillan. North is to the top of the images. These images were taken at resolutions of 6 km pixel\(^{-1}\) for Figure 1a and 5 km pixel\(^{-1}\) for Figure 1b. Galileo press release PIA00744, modified from Williams et al. [2000a].

There may have been two hot spots separated by \( \sim2^\circ \) of latitude (\( \sim380 \) km). Both hot spots had high temperatures, \( >1450 \) K (>1180°C) over an area of 0.0012 km\(^2\) at the northern hot spot and \( >1300 \) K (>1030°C) over an area of 0.029 km\(^2\) at the southern hot spot [McEwen et al., 1998b]. During the Galileo Europa mission the Pillan region was observed by SSI or NIMS during orbit E14 (March 1998), E15 (May 1998), C20 (May 1999), C21 (June 1999), I24 (October 1999), and E26 (December 1999). The E14 images [see Keszthelyi et al., this issue] show that in addition to the flows observed during C10 outside of the Pillan caldera, other flows may have flooded into the new darkened caldera (an additional 2500 km\(^2\) of flows). There was a steady decrease in thermal output at Pillan as determined from NIMS data from \( 8 \times 10^{11} \) W during orbit E15 to \( 5 \times 10^{11} \) W during orbit E16 to \( 3 \times 10^{11} \) W during orbit C20, as the eruption died down and the flows cooled. The post-E14 SSI images show that the dark diffuse deposit around Pillan is slowly being buried by red (sulfurous?) material from Pele and by dark (silicates?) and bright (sulfur and SO\(_2\)) materials from two unnamed hot spots east of Pillan. As of April 2001, no further plumes were detected at Pillan Patera. A hot spot was detected apparently at Pillan in an Io eclipse movie made by the Cassini spacecraft during its December 2000 flyby.

The volcanic activity at Pillan Patera during the 1997 eruption can be summarized as follows: (1) The volcanoes in the Pillan region were intermittently active during 1996 and early 1997. (2) A major eruption had started by G8 (May 1997) with emplacement of high-temperature, possibly ultrabasic materials. (3) The eruption rose to a peak around June 28, 1997 (orbit C9), and included both high-temperature (>1870 K or 1600°C), effusive and explosive possibly ultrabasic activity. (4) The eruption had ended its most energetic phase by C10 (September 1997). (5) The thermal output from the emplaced flows continued to decline through May 1999 as cooling took place. However, the duration of the energetic, high-\( T \) Pillan eruption episode can be roughly constrained between 52 days (assuming a start the day before G8 and an end the day after C9) and 167 days (assuming a start the day after G7 and an end the day before C10). Using similar calculations, the very dark flows observed in the Pillan region must have covered at least 3100 km\(^2\) in <83-167 days, thus suggesting areal coverage rates \( \sim19-37 \) km\(^2\) day\(^{-1}\).

3. Galileo Imaging of Pillan Patera

After discovery of the large dark deposit around Pillan Patera from orbit C10 SSI data, it was decided that a high-resolution mosaic of these potentially ultrabasic deposits should be obtained during the Io phase of GEM. Orbit I24 (October 1999) was an equatorial flyby of Io and enabled high- and medium-resolution (tens to hundreds of meters per pixel) imaging over several of Io’s prominent volcanoes [see Keszthelyi et al., this issue]. Almost all of the I24 images were
taken using the SSI’s 2x2 pixel summation mode with a fast (2.6 s) readout time, which was designed to minimize radiation noise [McEwen et al., 2000]. Radiation models and extrapolations suggested radiation noise in the images taken close to Io would be severe, but the noise was only 20% worse than that typically found at Europa. Unfortunately, the summation mode of the SSI failed during 124, resulting in scrambled images. Because the data scrambling followed an identifiable pattern (the left and right halves of each frame are summed together, but with a 7-pixel horizontal offset of alternate rows of data from the right-hand side [McEwen et al., 2000]), G. Levanas and K. Klaasen of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory developed an algorithm that unscrambled these images using LabVIEW software from National Instruments of Austin, Texas. Thus the images could be partially processed and interpretable mosaics were made.

Figure 2a contains a partial frame of surface materials at Pillan Patera at very high resolution (~9 m pixel\(^{-1}\)). Figure 3 is the high-resolution (20 m pixel\(^{-1}\)), unscrambled mosaic of the Pillan materials. Galileo Photopolarimeter-Radiometer (PPR)
Plate 1. Geomorphologic sketch map of the region surrounding Pillan Patera. An extension of a fracture system in an unnamed mountain to the north of the Pillan caldera may have served as a fissure vent for the dark flows from the 1997 eruption. Maximum flow dimensions are at least 60 km long and up to 60 km wide.
Figure 3. High-resolution (20 m pixel\(^{-1}\)) Galileo mosaic of part of the Pillan flow field resulting from the summer 1997 eruption. (a) The mosaic shows several flow margins, in which shadow measurements indicate a flow thickness of ~8-10 m. (b) A large pit that may be a rootless vent. (c) A sinuous depression that may be a lava channel. (d) A lobe-like flow margin, indicating the distal end of the flow. The rough, domed, and pitted nature of the flows is thought to be caused by a fractured lava crust formed during rapid, low-viscosity lava surging, perhaps during turbulent flow emplacement; disruption of the lava flow by explosive interaction with a volatile-rich substrate; or a combination of the above with or without accumulation of pyroclastic materials on the surface. The vertical black bands in each frame are an artifact of the scrambling process applied to Galileo I24 summation mode images. Illumination is from the right, north is to the top.

Data indicate that these materials were still warm during orbit I24 [Spencer et al., 2000]. Because we lack context images, the exact nature of these high-resolution images is uncertain. However, from spacecraft data this area is probably north of the Pillan caldera in the field of very dark material (see Figure 2 and Plate 1). Figure 2 shows a complex surface of rough and smooth areas at the tens of meters scale, with clusters of pits and domes, perhaps consisting of different types of lava flows or a combination of lavas and pyroclastic materials.

The general morphology of the surface in Figure 3 is similar to that seen in the high-resolution segment of Figure 2; it includes a complex mix of what appear to be flows, channels, pits, domes, and perhaps rafted plates [McEwen et al., 2000]. Several prominent features are also apparent, including (in order from west to east): a distinctive flow margin (Figure 3a), which shadow measurements indicate ranges from ~8.1 to 10.8 m thick; large depressions in the material surface (Figure 3b), which may be rootless vents; a 70-m-wide, >2-km-long sinuous feature (Figure 3c), which may be a wide, open channel, or a flow margin that eroded into the substrate, or a depression between the margins of two flows; and the lobe-like boundary of a rough-textured material in contact with a similarly rough-textured substrate (Figure 3d), which may be the lobe at the end of a flow.

We have compared Figure 3 with available images of terrestrial and planetary lava flows. This comparison is complicated by the degraded quality of the Galileo I24 Pillan mosaic, such that a thorough comparative volcanology analysis cannot be done. Nevertheless, from our analysis we find that the Pillan materials do not obviously resemble other lava flows we have...
Figure 4. Aerial photograph of the SE portion of the Laki, Iceland flow field from the 1783-1784 eruption. The rough-textured area at center right is an inflation plateau with a hummocky texture. Although this area is the closest analog we have found to the Pillan flows, we think that the Pillan flows are not inflated palaeohoe but rather result from rapid, low-viscosity lava surging, perhaps including turbulent flow emplacement.
studied. The closest analog to the Pillan flow surface that we have been able to find is a rough-textured section of inflated pahoehoe sheet lobes from the 1783-1784 Laki eruption, Iceland (Figure 4). However, the similarities (e.g., mottled flow margins, clusters of pits and domes) appear to be outweighed by the differences (e.g., lack of features that might be tumuli or lava inflation ridges in Figure 3, pits and rises are of different size and shape than those on inflated flows, presence of large plates of material). Thus we think that the Pillan materials are different from typical inflated pahoehoe lava flows. The typical areal coverage rate of Hawaiian inflated pahoehoe flows is ~0.4 m² s⁻¹, or 0.035 km² d⁻¹ [Mattas et al., 1993]. The coverage rate of the pahoehoe sheet lobe in Figure 4 is estimated to be ~4 km² d⁻¹, whereas the estimated areal coverage rate of the Roza Member of the Columbia River Flood Basalt Group is estimated to be ~10 km² d⁻¹ [Thorodsson and Self, 1998]. These values are much less than our estimated areal coverage rate of the Pillan flows (19-37 km² d⁻¹). Furthermore, if the Pillan flows came from ultramafic magma (see section 2), then they likely had a lower viscosity than that of the mafic lavas that form inflated pahoehoe flows. We think that this combination of different eruptive and rheologic characteristics produced the unfamiliar surface morphology.

If the Pillan flows are not inflationary pahoehoe flows, then what are they? The original interpretation we made, as described by McEwen et al. [2000], is that the presence of what appear to be rafted plates of rock on the upper flow surface suggests fragmentation of lava crust during rapid lava surges or variations in flow emplacement. If the Pillan lavas were low-viscosity, ultrabasic silicates, as suggested by Galileo data [e.g., McEwen et al., 1998b; Williams et al., 2000a] and if our estimates of large areal coverage rates for the Pillan flows are correct, then we think it likely that the Pillan flows underwent rapid emplacement, perhaps including turbulent flows, which might be expected to produce the observed fragmented, blocky, or disrupted crust. Another interesting point is that the apparent flows in Figure 3 are wide, thin sheet flows rather than channelized flows. Wide sheet-like flows fed by preferred pathways (lava channels or tubes) have been described in terrestrial komatiite flows in Western Australia [Hill et al., 1990, 1995; Perring et al., 1995], although they lack rough upper surfaces. The channelization of lava would be expected over rough topography, although we currently lack a good regional resolution (~200 m pixel⁻¹) image to constrain the general topography, the distance from the lava source, etc., of the terrain around Pillan.

An alternative explanation for the rough flow surface in Figure 3 is that it might be due to fragmentation of the flow by degassing or disruption of the lava flow by explosive interaction with a volatile-rich substrate. The presence of the large plume during the Pillan eruption suggests either that the ultrabasic magma was volatile-rich or that the volatile-poor magma was becoming volatile-rich through interaction with volatile-rich surroundings. In either case, volatile-rich lavas should undergo degassing during emplacement, which has implications for flow emplacement, which we discuss in the next section. Finally, it has been suggested that the dark Pillan flows might not be lava flows but rather could be pyroclastic flows. Pyroclastic flows on Io were suggested during the Voyager data analysis [Kieffer, 1982], and there has been more recent modeling of their emplacement [e.g., Smythe et al., 2000]. They are hard to envision on airless Io, and we doubt that they would produce flows with a morphology similar to that seen in Figure 3. Furthermore, the Galileo thermal data are inconsistent with pyroclastic flows: instead of a steadily cooling surface (typical of rapidly emplaced pyroclastic flows), we see a relatively protracted eruption with multiple hot spots. Thus our preferred interpretation of the Pillan materials is that they are lava flows of ultrabasic composition, a hypothesis which we will test with modeling.

4. Komatiite Analog and Modeling

On the basis of the inferred magma liquidus temperature of the 1997 Pillan eruption (~1870 K or ~1600°C [Davies et al., this issue]) and the identification of orthopyroxene in the dark Pillan deposits [McEwen et al., 1998b; Geissler et al., 1999], Williams et al. [2000a] identified a possible terrestrial komatiite analog composition to the inferred Ionian ultrabasic materials. Komatiites are terrestrial, magnesium-rich ultrabasic volcanic rocks and occur as altered or metamorphosed greenstones found almost exclusively in Precambrian terrains [Arndt and Nisbet, 1982]. Although there is an ongoing debate about the maximum MgO contents [e.g., Arndt and Nisbet, 1982; Nisbet et al., 1993], eruption temperatures [e.g., Parman et al., 1997], style of flow emplacement [Huppert and Sparks, 1985; Hill et al., 1995; Cas et al., 1999; Dann, 2000], and original volatile contents of komatiite magmas [Arndt et al., 1998; Grove et al., 1999; Beresford et al., 2000], the original interpretation based on the geochemistry of komatiites (Table 2) suggests that they had high MgO contents (~18-32% [Arndt and Nisbet, 1982]) and thus are inferred to have had low dynamic viscosities (~0.1-2 Pa s), high liquidus temperatures (~1360-1640°C), and great potential for turbulent flow and for the production of thermal erosion channels [Huppert et al., 1984; Huppert and Sparks, 1985; Jarvis, 1995; Williams et al., 1998]. Williams et al. [2000a] found that the ~3.2-3.5 Ga [Wilson and Carlson, 1989; Lopez-Martinez et al., 1992] komatiite flows in the Commandale greenstone belt of South Africa, which contain rare orthopyroxene spinifex crystals and which are inferred to have erupted from hot (~1880 K, 1610°C), Mg-rich (~31% MgO) lavas, are the closest analog to Ionian ultrabasic materials.

From the analysis of Galileo data, we can list the following constraints on modeling ultrabasic flow emplacement at Pillan.

1. The Galileo SSI/NIMS temperature-area-data for the 1997 Pillan eruption in the Davies et al. [this issue] silicate cooling model require a minimum magma eruption temperature of 1870 K (1597°C). This value is very close to the liquidus temperature of the Commandale komatiite/fo analog composition of 1884 K (1611°C) [Williams et al., 2000a], as calculated by the igneous petrology program MELTS [Ghiorso and Sack, 1995]. Given the identification of orthopyroxene in the Pillan deposits [McEwen et al., 2000] and recognizing that most magmas erupt below their liquidus temperatures (in which the two-temperature-area model fit provides only a lower limit on magma liquidus temperature), we believe that the Commandale composition is a useful analog. We can evaluate flow emplacement with this composition for the range of eruption temperatures consistent with Galileo data.

2. The minimum thickness of the 1997 Pillan flows (8.1-10.8 m) constrains the initial thickness of the Pillan flows. Assuming that these values are typical of the Pillan flows and,
Table 2. Inferred Liquid Compositions and Physical Properties for Several Komatiitic and Basaltic Lavas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Commmadite Komatiite</th>
<th>Kambalda Komatiite</th>
<th>Barberton Komatiite</th>
<th>Cape Smith Komatiite Basalt</th>
<th>Low-TiO₂ Lunar Mare Basalt</th>
<th>Terrestrial Tholeiitic Basalt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeO</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnO</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂O</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[T_{sl} \, ^{\circ}C\]
\[T_{s} \, ^{\circ}C\]
\[\rho \, \text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}\]
\[c \, \text{J} \cdot \text{kg}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}\]
\[\mu \, \text{Pa} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}\]
\[L \, \text{at} \, T_{sl} \, \text{kJ} \cdot \text{kg}^{-1}\]
\[k \, \text{at} \, T_{sl} \, \text{W} \cdot \text{m}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}\]
\[h_{m} \, \text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}\]
\[P_{r} \, \text{at} \, T_{sl} \, \text{Pa}\]
\[h_{f} \, \text{at} \, T_{sl} \, \text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}\]
\[u_{mb} \, \text{at} \, T_{sl} \, \text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}\]

Composition Location
Africa South
South Africa Western Australia
South Africa Cape Smith
Ap. 12 Sample CRB,
Belt, Canada 12002
Washington 4, 16

Reference

for simplicity, assuming a constant flow rate and recognizing that lava flows under such conditions will increase in thickness as velocity decreases due to cooling and crystalization, the initial flow thickness must have been < 8 m.

3. The presence of the 140-km-high eruption plume and the widespread pyroclastic deposits associated with the 1997 Piliian event suggests that either the magma was volatile-rich, or significant lava-substrate interactions were occurring [Kieffer et al., 2000; Milazzo et al., this issue]. Williams et al. [2000a] showed that SO₂ bubbles in the magma would affect the thermal and rheological properties of an Ionian ultrabasic lava, increasing lava viscosity and decreasing maximum potential flow distance and thermal erosion potential. The effects were greater for increasing fractions of volatiles in the lava. Although we cannot quantify the bubble fraction/volume in the Pilinan lavas, we assume a reasonably high vesicle content in the lava (e.g., 40%) for our modeling.

4. In the 124 Pilinan high-resolution mosaic the substrate material in contact with the flows has a morphology similar to that for the flows. Although a substrate of a different composition cannot be ruled out, it is reasonable to assume that the Pilinan flows were emplaced over earlier flows of a similar composition. Another likely possibility is that a dusting of some sulfur-bearing materials (e.g., S₈ particles from Pele, or SO₂ frosts from the vents to the east) covers earlier flows. One might expect that a hot silicate flow coming into contact with cold sulfurous materials would cause such material to vaporize and quickly be lost (vaporization rates ~45 cm/100 days [Milazzo et al., this issue]), perhaps resulting in flow front plumes such as those observed at Prometheus [Kieffer et al., 2000]. On the other hand, on at least three occasions in Iceland, lavas have flowed over snow-covered ground without melting the snow (T. Thorarison, personal communication, 2001). For the current model runs, we will for simplicity assume flow over a substrate with the same ultrabasic composition and physical properties.

5. The morphology of the Pilinan flows in the I24 mosaic resembles that of the edge of a lobed sheet flow rather than a narrow channelized flow. Even so, in the interests of generality we choose to model lava emplacement using convective heat transfer coefficients for both sheet flows and for channel flows (see Appendix A).

5. Results

Tables 2 and 3 give the starting lava composition and the important physical properties of our model. The physics of our lava emplacement and thermal erosion model as adapted for

Table 3. Input Values for Modeling Ultramafic Lava Emplacement on Io

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Io</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lava composition (Table 2)</td>
<td>Commmadite komaitite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eruption temperature, °C</td>
<td>1600, 1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidus temperature, °C</td>
<td>1611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidsus temperature, °C</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial flow thickness, m</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emplacement environment</td>
<td>vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temperature, °C</td>
<td>-138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat loss off of upper surface</td>
<td>radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer mode</td>
<td>channel flow, sheet flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystallizing phases</td>
<td>90% olivine, 10% Opx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate composition</td>
<td>Commmadite komaitite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate slope</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity, m s⁻²</td>
<td>1.797</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Model results for the emplacement of initially 7.5 m thick ultrabasic lava flows over ultrabasic substrate on Io. Flow emplacement assessed using heat transfer coefficients for both channelized and sheet flows. Ground slopes assumed to be 0.1°. All graphs are plotted relative to distance from source (km). (a) Lava interior temperature. (b) Lava bulk viscosity. (c) Lava Reynolds number. (d) Lava heat transfer coefficient. (e) Lava thermal erosion rate. (f) Erosion depth of substrate after one month for flow. (g) Degree of lava contamination by substrate. (h) Lava crustal thickness.
Table 4. Model Results for the Emplacement of Ionian Ultrabasic Lava Flows Over Ultrabasic Substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Undercooled Sheet Flow</th>
<th>Subliquidus Sheet Flow</th>
<th>Undercooled Channelized Flow</th>
<th>Subliquidus Channelized Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lava eruption temperature, °C</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Reynolds number</td>
<td>17,700</td>
<td>36,800</td>
<td>17,700</td>
<td>36,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow regime upon eruption</td>
<td>laminar</td>
<td>laminar</td>
<td>turbulent</td>
<td>turbulent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum flow distance, km</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum flow thickness, m</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum erosion rate, m/s</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum erosion depth after 1 week, m</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum contamination, %</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum crustal thickness, cm</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cut off at Re = 2000.

6. Discussion

6.1. Comparison With Terrestrial Komatiite Flows

It is not possible to directly compare potentially ultrabasic Ionian flows with terrestrial komatiite flows because komatiite flow morphologies must be inferred from weathered, metamorphosed, and/or structurally deformed outcrops, drill cores, or underground exposures in mines. However, from studies of these materials, some general ideas about the emplacement of terrestrial komatiites have been made [e.g., Huppert and Sparks, 1985; Hill et al., 1990, 1995]. Komatiite lava flows appear to have been emplaced as fields of multiple flow units indicative of episodic emplacement. They appear to have had a wide variety of facies, including flood or sheet flows, sheet flows fed by a distinguishable and dominant central preferred pathway (i.e., channelized sheet flow [Lesher et al., 1984]), confined flows (i.e., lava channels/tubes), compound massive and lobed flows, pillowed flows, and ponded flows [Arditi et al., 1979; Hill et al., 1995], as well as subvolcanic intrusives [Parman et al., 1997]. Flow thicknesses range from tens of centimeters to tens of meters. All terrestrial komatiite flows appear to have been emplaced in subaqueous environments, and most are inferred to have been emplaced on the deep ocean floor. Pyroclastic komatiitic rocks are rare, and those komatiitic deposits that might be of explosive origin are thought to have been emplaced either in shallow water environments [Sawerikko, 1990] or emplaced during volatile-rich eruptions [e.g., Gélinas et al., 1977; Schaefer and Morton, 1991]. Turbulent, channelized flows have been the conventional paradigm for komatiite lava emplacement [Huppert et al., 1984; Huppert and Sparks, 1985; Jarvis, 1995], although more recent work suggests that laminar flow, insulating transport, and inflation (i.e., injection of lava underneath a crust causing a slow expansion of the flow) may have occurred in many komatiite eruptions [Hill et al., 1995; Perring et al., 1995; Hill and Perring, 1996; Cas et al., 1999; Dunn, 2000].

On the basis of our study of the 1997 Pillan eruption and the resulting deposits, the following points can be made.

1. The large plume and extensive pyroclastic deposit produced by the 1997 Pillan event suggest that volatile-induced
explosive eruptions or volatile-substrate interactions play a significant role in ultrabasic eruptions on Io, and a much greater role than explosive komatiitic volcanism played on Earth. The other convincing examples of high-T eruptions on Io (Kaneheiki? [Veeder et al., 1994], Pele [Lopes et al., this issue] and Tvashar [Wilson and Head, this issue; D.S. Acton, unpublished manuscript, 2001]) are associated with either plumes or lava fountains. This is due in part to the environmental differences between Earth and Io; most terrestrial komatite eruptions are thought to have been submarine, in which the higher pressures at the ocean floor would suppress volatile exsolution and explosive fragmentation. This is also probably due to the greater magma volatile contents and/or greater magma-volatile interaction during ascent through the crust and/or flow on the surface on Io; most early workers considered terrestrial komatiite to be anhydrous [cf. Stone et al., 1997; Grove et al., 1999]. On the other hand, recent studies suggest some terrestrial komatiites were vesicle-rich (up to 30% [Beresford et al., 2000]), and may have undergone volatile degassing during emplacement. Degassing would have had an effect on lava rheology, causing undercooling, rapid nucleation, and crystallization. These effects would have increased bulk viscosity, decreased Reynolds number, and thus decreased potential flow distances and reduced thermal erosion rates.

2. The rough, fractured, domed, and pitted nature of the Pillan flows is suggestive of rapid lava surges or variations in flow rate, perhaps from turbulent to laminar flow emplacement, in which a stable insulating crust was continuously disrupted [Keszthelyi and Self, 1998]. Terrestrial komatiites provide equivocal clues as to the nature of their original crusts. Most komatiites consist of several textural zones, including a thin (few centimeters) upper chill margin, a zone of randomly oriented olivine or clinoxyroxene spinifex crystals, a zone of larger, roughly vertically oriented spinifex crystals, and several zones of more typical equant olivine cumulate crystals that may or may not overlie a lower chill margin [Pyke et al., 1973; Hill et al., 1990]. Spinifex and cumulate zones in komatiite flows are thought to form after ponding, while the thick komatiite may still be convecting underneath [Turner et al., 1986]. Thus if the thin upper chill margin is assumed to be the “crust” present during flow, then its apparently smooth and unfractured surface may be more consistent with slow, inflationary, pahoehee-style emplacement rather than fast, turbulent emplacement. Some komatiitic flows do have flow top brecias, which have been interpreted as the fragmental upper crusts expected to occur during turbulent flow [Lesher and Thibert, 2001].

3. The morphology of the flows in the Pillan images appears to be consistent with a relatively distal part of a lobed flow. However, we have not seen high-resolution images of a more proximal (to the source) region of the Pillan flow field, where deep lava channel/tubes should occur. It is our opinion that while the Pillan flows may resemble compound lava flows (but not inflated pahoehe), the Pillan flows are most likely lava flows emplaced by rapid, perhaps turbulent, ultramafic lava surges. Although there definitely appears to be evidence of slow, inflationary silicate flow emplacement on Io (e.g., Amirani, Prometheus [see Keszthelyi et al., this issue]), and some Galileo data support insulated emplacement at Pillan (i.e., the C10 dual hot spots, interpreted by McEwen et al. [1998a] as the vent and toe of a long dark flow), we think the Pillan flows are something different. However, we think that the range of compositions and styles of lava emplacement on Io are likely as broad as the styles of emplacement of terrestrial komatiites. Future Galileo Io encounters tentatively planned for late 2001 and early 2002 will include imaging of both the proximal and distal segments of potentially ultrabasic flow fields (e.g., Tvashar, Masubi, Kaneheiki, and Pillan) to determine how diverse ultrabasic flow morphology may be.

6.2. Flow Rate of Pillan C9 Eruption

Existing information can be used to estimate flow rates during the 1997 Pillan eruption. Galileo SSI and NIMS data from repeated flybys of Io in 1997 suggest that the duration of the high-T Pillan event was 52-167 days. SSI images of Pillan taken during GEM show the areal extent of the dark flows at Pillan associated with the 1997 high-T eruption episode to be ~3100 km². Shadow measurements of the flow margins indicate that the lava flow thicknesses are ~8.1-10.8 m. These results yield an areal coverage rate or (two-dimensional) flow rate of ~215-690 m³ s⁻¹, and a volumetric flow rate of ~1740 to ~7450 m³ s⁻¹. These rates are greater than those for the (1984) Mauna Loa eruption (~700-800 m³ s⁻¹) and are comparable to the (1783) Laki eruption (3000-8000 m³ s⁻¹) and the Roza Columbia River flood basalt flows (4000 m³ s⁻¹ [Thordarson and Self, 1993, 1998]). However, these rates are an order of magnitude smaller than that estimated for Martian flood lavas [Keszthelyi et al., 2000]. Note that this only refers to the dark flows and does not include the larger diffuse pyroclastic deposit.

7. Summary

We have analyzed Galileo data and new numerical modeling results to study the nature of the summer 1997 high-temperature eruption at Pillan Patera on Io. Galileo SSI and NIMS data indicate that this eruption (now defined as of “Pillanian” eruption style [see Keszthelyi et al., this issue]) included a large (140-km-high) plume that deposited dark, possibly orthopyroxene-rich material over an area >125,000 km², with minimum temperatures at the height of the eruption ~1600°C (consistent with ultrabasic materials), followed by emplacement of a series of dark flows to the north of the caldera [McEwen et al., 1998b]. This high-T eruption episode had a duration of ~52-167 days and is marked by an increase in thermal emission during May 1997, a peak around July 1997, and a decrease in emission by September 1997. Galileo high-resolution (20 m pixel⁻¹) images of part of the Pillan flow field show a widespread, fractured, domed, and pitted surface unlike those seen on terrestrial lava flows at these scales, perhaps indicative of (1) a fractured lava crust formed during rapid lava surging, perhaps during turbulent flow emplacement; (2) disruption of the lava flow by explosive interaction with a volatile-rich substrate; or (3) a combination of 1 and 2 with or without accumulation of pyroclastic materials on the surface. One 2-3-km-long, ~70-m-wide sinuous feature (lava channel?) and several well-developed flow lobes are visible, indicating that this region may be relatively distal to the source of the flow field. Shadow measurements at flow margins indicate a flow thickness of ~8-10 m.

Using the komatiite lava analog composition of Williams et al. [2000a] and additional constraints from Galileo data (e.g., flow thickness, likely volatile-rich lava, ultrabasic substrate composition), we have modeled the emplacement of pu-
tative ultrabasic flows from the 1997 Pillan eruption. Our results suggest that either laminar sheet flows or turbulent channelized flows could have traveled <50-150 km over a flat, unobstructed surface. These distances are consistent with the length of the Pillan flow field (~60 km) estimated from Galileo images. Our modeling suggests that low thermal erosion rates (<0.1 m d⁻¹) occurred for flow over an ultrabasic substrate and that for the known eruption duration, modeled thermal erosion depths (<20 m) are below the limit of resolution of the images, such that obvious evidence of thermal erosion should not be apparent. One large sinuous feature in the Pillan mosaic may be a lava channel, although the image degradation makes a positive identification uncertain. However, deep (>20 m) channels would be expected more proximal to the source of the Pillan flow field. Given the eruption duration, the areal coverage, and the flow thickness of the Pillan flows, we calculate average volumetric flow rates of the Pillan eruption of ~1700-7400 m³ s⁻¹. These flow rates are comparable to those of the (1783) Laki eruption (3000-8000 m³ s⁻¹) and the Roza flows in the Columbia River Basalt Province [Thorodson and Self, 1993, 1998], but are an order of magnitude smaller than the flow rates estimated for the largest Martian flood lavas [Keszthelyi et al., 2000].

The presence of plumes at sites of potentially ultrabasic eruptions on Io suggests that Io’s eruption environment (low-gravity, lack of atmosphere) enhances the potential for magma-volatile interactions to play an important role in ultrabasic eruptions on Io, in contrast to the Precambrian earth where submarine, effusive emplacement was dominant. Future work could focus on obtaining a better understanding of these magma-volatile interactions on Io, as well as obtaining better temperature, compositional, and morphological constraints at localities of inferred ultrabasic eruptions. These will be some of the goals of future Galileo encounters with Io during the extended Galileo millennium mission (GMM) through early 2002.

Appendix A: Ultrabasic Lava Emplacement and Erosion Model

The emplacement and thermal erosion model for low-viscosity, turbulently flowing, komatiite lavas was first summarized by Williams et al. [1998, 1999] and was adapted to study low-viscosity extraterrestrial silicate lava flows erupted on Io [Williams et al., 2000a] and on the Moon [Williams et al., 2000b]. The model used in this work is the same as that given by Williams et al. [2000a], except that we have performed model runs using a different heat transfer coefficient. This is discussed below.

Hulme [1973] and Huppert and Sparks [1985] showed that low-viscosity, turbulently flowing lavas should loose heat to their surroundings primarily by convection. Both used a convective heat transfer coefficient for turbulent pipe flows for fluids with constant physical properties. However, lava flows not only undergo phase changes but also have temperature-dependent physical properties. Thus a more appropriate convective heat transfer coefficient (h_c) is desirable, which includes the effect for fluids with temperature-dependent physical properties. Such an expression for turbulent pipe flows [see Kakac et al., 1987] is given by

\[
h_c = \frac{0.0296k_{eff}Re^{0.7}Pr^{0.5}}{h} \left( \frac{\mu_b}{\mu_s} \right)^{0.14}
\]

(A1)

in which \( k_{eff} \) is the effective thermal conductivity in the thermal boundary layers at the top and base of the flow, \( Re \) is the lava Reynolds number, \( Pr \) is the lava Prandtl number, \( \mu_b \) is the lava bulk viscosity, \( h \) is the lava flow thickness, and \( \mu_s \) is the viscosity of the melted substrate. The ratio of the lava bulk viscosity to the viscosity of the melted substrate \((A1)\) typically has the effect of reducing heat transfer compared to that occurring in fluids with constant fluid physical properties. Equation \((A1)\) is the \( h_c \) used by Williams et al. [2000a]. To model turbulent and laminar sheet flows in this work, we used the following expressions [see Kakac et al., 1987]:

\[
h_c = \frac{0.0296k_{eff}Re^{0.7}Pr^{0.5}}{h} \left( \frac{\mu_b}{\mu_s} \right)^{0.14}
\]

(A2)

for a turbulent sheet flow \((Re \text{ limit} = 500,000)\) and

\[
h_c = \frac{0.4637k_{eff}Re^{0.7}Pr^{0.5}}{h\left[1+(0.0205/Pr)^{3/2}\right]} \left( \frac{\mu_b}{\mu_s} \right)^{0.14}
\]

(A3)

for a laminar sheet flow.

Notation

- \( h \) lava flow thickness, m.
- \( h_c \) lava convective heat transfer coefficient, J m⁻³ s⁻¹ °C⁻¹.
- \( k_{eff} \) lava effective thermal conductivity, J m⁻¹ s⁻¹ °C⁻¹.
- \( \mu_b \) lava bulk viscosity, Pa s⁻¹.
- \( \mu_s \) substrate melt viscosity, Pa s⁻¹.
- \( Pr \) lava Prandtl number.
- \( Re \) lava Reynolds number.
- \( T \) lava temperature, °C.
- \( T_b \) lava eruption temperature, °C.
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